
Docmetrics Features and Benefits
The docmetrics application provides marketers with

enhanced electronic document technology that captures 
previously unavailable reader data

dynamic in-document forms that empower companies 
to generate high-quality sales leads

real-time reports that turn reader data into actionable 
business intelligence

a web-based interface that makes it easy to benefit 
from the docmetrics technology
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 1. Document enhancement

 2. In-document forms

 3. Real-time reports

 4. Web-based interface

Docmetrics is a web-based application that provides all the features marketing 
organizations need to generate more, better qualified sales leads from their white papers, 
case studies, data sheets and other electronic documents. Specifically, the docmetrics 
system has four key features:

1. Document enhancement
Docmetrics users can convert PDF files into dynamic documents. Like standard PDFs, 
docmetrics documents are viewable in Adobe Reader. Unlike regular PDFs, they can include

 in-document registration forms and surveys that report reader responses in real time

 document analytics technology that measures how readers engage with content

Capture previously unavailable reader data
With docmetrics, companies can continue to leverage the quality and usability of standard 
PDF documents, while collecting a wealth of otherwise unavailable data on

 who reads their electronic marketing content

 how effectively their content engages these readers
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2. In-document forms
Docmetrics provides all the features users need to add dynamic in-document forms to their 
electronic marketing content. Docmetrics users can

 build customized forms using preset and user-defined form elements

 embed preset and customized forms within documents, on pages of their choosing

Go beyond the web form, generate more, better qualified sales leads
In-document forms offer an alternative to the web forms that marketers use to gather data on 
readers who download their content. With in-document forms, marketers can

 capture lead data on readers who receive content from colleagues via email 
 “pass along” – creating more leads, better leads and a lower cost per lead

 ask readers questions about content, while they are engaged with that content
 – allowing marketers to qualify leads via a positive, interactive reader experience
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3. Real-time reports
The docmetrics system makes it easy for users to generate preset and customized real-time 
reports that analyze the data reported by their enhanced documents, in order to

 identify, qualify, score and segment high-quality sales leads 

 learn which types of document style and content engage readers most effectively

Optimize content-based lead generation campaigns
Docmetrics reports use data gathered from docmetrics documents to provide actionable 
business intelligence, allowing marketers to

 maximize conversions by identifying prospective customers and deciding how to  
 target specific individuals with further sales and marketing activities 

 refine documents and content creation practices to maximize reader engagement 
 and optimize the return on investment provided by marketing content

4. Web-based interface
Docmetrics delivers all of these features through a simple, entirely self-contained online 
application that

 is designed for maximum ease of use

 requires no software installations or integration into existing systems

Get maximum value from docmetrics, quickly, with minimal 
investments
The docmetrics system’s user-friendly web-based interface makes it easy for marketers to 
leverage the innovative docmetrics technology by ensuring that the system can be

 adopted seamlessly with no risk and minimal investments

 learned and mastered quickly, with no formal training
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